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Cutting borders, stitching the future!



1. Romanian Student Society of 
Surgery

What is the RSSS and what is its mission?
 The Romanian Student Society of Surgery is a non-governmental 
organisation founded in 2003, born from the wish of several medical students who 
felt the need to broaden their scientific activity beyond the opportunities that the 
academic environment could offer them. Therefore, they began organizing educational 
events, initially destined for their team, extending slowly in the entire University and 
eventually, in other campuses throughout the country. Currently, there are 10 branches 
in some of the biggest medical universities in Romania.
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Workshops
 Overall, our events can be differentiated into 2 categories: workshops 
(hands-on activities which imply the active involvement of the participants during 
the entire activity, under the supervision of a trained person) and scientific events 
(conferences, scientific communications sessions or scientific debates).

Our workshops can be categorised into basic and specialised.
Basic workshops: Knots & Sutures, Flaps & Sutures, Basic Surgical Skills

Specialised workshops: these are workshops with a higher degree of difficulty. They 
cover a wide range of surgical specialties: cardiovascular surgery, thoracic surgery, 
general surgery, microsurgery, neurosurgery, obstetrics and gynecology, ophthalmic 
surgery, oral and maxillofacial surgery, orthopedics and trauma surgery, urology and 
interventional radiology.



Scientific events
• Scientific Communications Sessions – events which are organized monthly, centred 
on different surgical subjects, based upon which students have the possibility of 
presenting their papers, which will be exposed in front of the public and a jury which will 
evaluate their presentations.
•  Scientific Debate Sessions;
•  My First Scientific Presentation;
•  First Steps in Anatomical Dissection; 
• Residency Exam Simulation  – its purpose is help our graduate colleagues to 
become acquainted with this important exam at the very beginning of their careers as 
doctors; we try to offer an experience that is as accurate as possible, regarding both 
the organizing aspects, as well as the information that is being tested.

 In conclusion, our activity is meant to offer 
something to take home to those that come into 
contact with us – maybe for their entire life, or at least 
throughout their training years, while still shaping up 
the foundation.



2. SURGICON

What is SURGICON?
 SURGICON represents the first international congress organised by the 
Bucharest Branch of the RSSS, with the purpose of reuniting all of the activities of 
the RSSS under one roof and to offer to medical students from around the world the 
opportunity to learn elementary and specialised surgical techniques, based on the 
hands-on concept, using up-to-date presentations consisting of the latest updates in 
the surgical domain.



 Medicine is an international language, reason for which we want to go 
beyond borders and bring to the students from all over the world the newest trends in 
surgery, giving them the chance to discuss and analyse the trajectory of the scientific 
world nowadays and how future doctors can contribute to its development.

 Our Congress is made by medical students for medical students. Our entire 
activity is based upon the learn and teach principle, so that every student that 
engages in our events, can become an instructor, taking part himself or herself in the 
teaching process. Guided by the idea of a perpetuous refinement of their skills, our 
volunteers are always prepared at the highest standards, both in the organizing 
aspects, as well as the teaching skills and information.



What does SURGICON bring together?
 Over 40 different hands-on workshops, categorized by different levels of 
difficulty, where the participants have the chance to learn elementary surgical skills or 
practice advanced surgical techniques, under the supervision of the most dedicated 
doctors in their field and highly trained students prepared to guide them in a highly 
professional manner. We expand our activity every year, in our quest to bring new 
concepts of workshops to cover an even larger range of specialties and subspecialties.

A large series of conferences and key-note lectures, presented by some of the most 
renowned surgeons both nationally and internationally, about the latest innovations 
in surgery, their experience on the grand scene of medicine, and the importance of 
medical education in raising the standards of medical practice nowadays.



 Stimulated by the epidemiological context during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which limited our options, we introduced concepts that intertwine the hands-on 
activities with the theoretical premises, such as live-surgeries, where the therapeutic 
management of different surgical pathologies is live-streamed, intending to present the 
surgical technique that is used or to raise awareness on the pathology itself.

With the help of the scientific competitions, students become speakers, presenting 
exceptional clinical cases they have come across in their medical practice or literature 
reviews from different surgical fields. Our Congress brings in the spotlight the Scientific 
Debate Sessions, as a unique concept among the national student congresses, 
combining the power of persuasion and public speaking with discussions of top surgical 
techniques.

 Hoping that the epidemiological situation allows it, we wish to add a social 
context where the participants, volunteers, speakers, and sponsors altogether can 
share ideas and experiences at the Opening/Awarding Ceremonies, Gala Dinner, 
or other events as such, set up on the social scene of Bucharest, known for its touristic 
potential and the emblematic national sightseeing spots.



SURGICON 2019 – The story begins
 The first edition of our congress can be sketched using statistics and impressions 
of those who took part in it. Held between the 24th and 27th of October 2019, 
in different locations in Romania’s capital city, such as academic teaching hospitals, 
Pullman Hotel, or the Palace of the Parliament, SURGICON 2019 represented the 
beginning of our story, enjoying a real success between students and young doctors.

 „The most important experience I had lived throughout 
faculty“ says a sixth-year participant.

 „A social and scientific framework where I could put to good 
use my organizational skills, but also learn from others which are much 
more experienced.“ confesses one of the volunteers from the Scientific Department.



„What you are doing establishes the foundation of the future 
generations of doctors and brings surgery to very high standards 
both in your country and in the European context“ is what Professor 
Ferdinand R. Waldenberger, a cardiovascular surgeon at Klinikum Klagenfurt, told us 
in encouragement.  

 Our event proved to be the sum up of our initial ideas, a very important 
point in the development of medical students, and a place where the most important 
subjects in international surgery are presented and discussed.



SURGICON 2020 – online
 In 2020 we started our road to the second edition of SURGICON hoping 
to organize the project we love physically, but during the summer, we decided that 
the online version would be more suitable due to the uncertainty that the pandemic 
brought and the decision proved to be the right one.

 „I did not expect to have access to so many new things that I 
could keep in mind after an online event“ narrates a second-year student.

 „The conferences were interesting, but the live surgeries were 
quite unique“ a third-year student told us.

 „I hope I can be part of the organizing team every year while I’m 
in the faculty, I feel like I have grown a lot along with them.“ confesses 
a Graphic & Design volunteer.



 The online edition of SURGICON 2020 
represented an important landmark in the Romanian 
medical scientific domain – we introduced the 
live-surgery concept at a student-organized 
event, as well as the concept of live-in-a-box 
cases, having the support of several teams formed 
by dedicated surgeons.

We adapted the scientific competition to the 
online environment and also brought a series of 
social activities on our social platforms, part of 
them together with our speakers, who supported 
us at every step. 
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